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The results of a search for supersymmetry in events with large missing transverse momentum and heavy-flavor jets using an integrated luminosity corresponding to 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ of $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV recorded with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider are reported. No significant excess is observed with respect to the prediction for standard model processes. Results are interpreted in a variety of $R$-parity conserving models in which scalar bottoms and tops are the only scalar quarks to appear in the gluino decay cascade, and in an SO(10) model framework. Gluino masses up to 600–900 GeV are excluded, depending on the model considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–9] is a framework that provides an extension of the standard model (SM) and naturally resolves the hierarchy problem [10–13] by introducing supersymmetric partners of the known bosons and fermions. In the MSSM [14–18], which is an $R$-parity conserving minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM, SUSY particles are produced in pairs and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable, providing a possible candidate for dark matter. In a large variety of models, the LSP is the lightest neutralino, $\tilde{\chi}^0_1$. The colored superpartners of quarks and gluons, the squarks ($\tilde{q}$) and gluinos ($\tilde{g}$), are expected to be produced in strong interaction processes at the center-of-mass energy of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Their decays via cascades ending with the LSP would produce striking experimental signatures. The undetected LSP results in missing transverse momentum (its magnitude is referred to as $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in the following). The final states also contain multiple jets and possibly leptons. In the MSSM, the scalar partners of right-handed and left-handed quarks, $\tilde{q}_{R}$ and $\tilde{q}_{L}$, can mix to form two mass eigenstates. The mixing effect is proportional to the corresponding SM fermion masses and therefore becomes important for the third generation. Large mixing can yield scalar bottom (sbottom, $\tilde{b}_1$) and scalar top (stop, $\tilde{t}_1$) mass eigenstates which are significantly lighter than other squarks. Consequently, $\tilde{b}_1$ and $\tilde{t}_1$ could be produced with large cross sections at the LHC, either directly in pairs, or through $\tilde{g}\tilde{g}$ production with subsequent $\tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{b}_1b$ or $\tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{t}_1t$ decays (gluino-mediated production).

In this paper, a search for scalar top and bottom quarks using an integrated luminosity corresponding to 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ of $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV proton-proton collisions at the LHC is presented. Events are selected by requiring large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, several jets, including $b$-quark jets ($b$-jets), and either vetoing (0-lepton channel) or requiring (1-lepton channel) charged leptons. The search is mostly sensitive to the gluino-mediated production of third generation squarks. Results are interpreted in the framework of various simplified models in which scalar bottoms and tops are the only squarks that appear in the gluino decay cascade, and in specific grand unification theories (GUTs) based on the gauge group SO(10) [19,20]. The GUT group SO(10) is especially compelling since it allows for gauge and matter unification. In the two SO(10) models considered in this paper, we also expect $t - b - \tau$ third generation Yukawa coupling unification at $Q = M_{\text{GUT}}$.

The paper is an update of a search presented by the ATLAS Collaboration using 35 pb$^{-1}$ of data collected in 2010 [21], with a number of improvements. The analysis has been extended by including more signal regions which profit from the increased available integrated luminosity and maximize the sensitivity to a large variety of SUSY scenarios. Data-driven methods are employed to estimate the contributions of SM background processes. Searches for scalar bottom quarks via $\tilde{g}\tilde{g}$ production have been also reported by the CMS [22] Collaboration. Searches sensitive to direct scalar bottom production irrespective of gluino mass have been published by the ATLAS Collaboration [23] using the same data set employed in this paper.

II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR

The ATLAS detector [24] comprises an inner detector surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid and a calorimeter system. Outside the calorimeters is an extensive muon spectrometer in a toroidal magnetic field. The inner detector system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and provides tracking information for
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charged particles in a pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$ [25]. The highest granularity is achieved around the vertex region using silicon pixel and microstrip (SCT) detectors. These detectors allow for an efficient tagging of jets originating from $b$-quark decays using impact parameter measurements and the reconstruction of secondary decay vertices. The transition radiation tracker (TRT), which surrounds the silicon detectors, contributes to track reconstruction up to $|\eta| = 2.0$ and improves electron identification by the detection of transition radiation.

The calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 4.9$. The highly segmented electromagnetic calorimeter consists of lead absorbers with liquid argon as the active material and covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 3.2$. In the region $|\eta| < 1.8$, a presampler detector using a thin layer of liquid argon is used to correct for the energy lost by electrons and photons upstream of the calorimeter. The hadronic tile calorimeter is a steel/scintillating-tile detector and is situated directly outside the envelope of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The two hadronic end-cap calorimeters have liquid argon as the active material, and copper absorbers. The calorimeter coverage is completed by forward calorimeters with liquid argon and copper and tungsten absorber material.

Muon detection is based on the deflection of muon tracks in the large superconducting air-core toroid magnets. Three eight-coil toroids, a barrel and two end-caps, generate the field for the muon spectrometer in the range $|\eta| < 2.7$. The toroids are instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision chambers.

### III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Simulated event samples are used to aid in the description of the background and to model the SUSY signal. Top quark pair and single top quark production are simulated with MC@NLO [26], fixing the top quark mass at 172.5 GeV, and using the next-to-leading-order (NLO) parton density function (PDF) set CTEQ6.6 [27]. Additional Monte Carlo (MC) samples generated with POWHEG [28] and ACERMC [29] are used to estimate the event-generator systematic uncertainties. Samples of $W + $ jets, $Z + $ jets with light- and heavy-flavor jets, and $t\bar{t}$ with additional $b$-jets, $t\bar{t}b\bar{b}$, are generated with ALPGEN [30] and the PDF set CTEQ6L1 [31]. The fragmentation and hadronization for the ALPGEN and MC@NLO samples are performed with HERWIG [32], using JIMMY [33] for the underlying event. Samples of $Zt\bar{t}$ and $Wt\bar{t}$ are generated with MADGRAPH [34] interfaced to PYTHIA [35]. Diboson ($WW$, $WZ$, $ZZ$) samples are generated with HERWIG. The signal samples are generated using the HERWIG++ [36] v2.4.2 Monte Carlo program. The SUSY sample yields are normalized to the results of NLO calculations, as obtained using the PROSPINO [37] v2.1 program, and the parametrization of the PDFs is done with CTEQ66M [38]. The MC samples are produced using parameters tuned as described in Refs. [39,40] and are processed through a detector simulation [41] based on GEANT4 [42]. The collision events considered in this search contain on average five proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. This effect is included in the simulation, and MC events are reweighted to reproduce the mean expected number of collisions per bunch crossing estimated for data.

The background predictions, normalized to theoretical cross sections, including higher-order QCD corrections when available, are compared to data in control regions. The cross sections times branching ratio in the relevant final states used for each standard model background process are listed in Table I. The $W$ and $Z/\gamma^*$ production cross sections are multiplied by the relevant branching ratios (BR). The $\ell$ indicates all three types of leptons ($e$, $\mu$, $\tau$) summed together. Contributions from higher-order QCD corrections are included for $W$ and $Z$ boson production, for $t\bar{t}$ production, and for diboson production. The $Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$ cross section is given for events with a dilepton invariant mass of at least 40 GeV. The cross sections for $t\bar{t}b\bar{b}$ and $t\bar{t} + W/Z$ production are given at leading order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physics process</th>
<th>$\sigma \cdot BR$ [nb]</th>
<th>Perturbative order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W \rightarrow \ell\nu$</td>
<td>31.4 (NNLO)</td>
<td>[43–45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$</td>
<td>3.20 (NNLO)</td>
<td>[43–45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z \rightarrow \nu\bar{\nu}$</td>
<td>5.82 (NNLO)</td>
<td>[43–45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>0.165 (NLO + NNLL)</td>
<td>[46–48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single top</td>
<td>0.085 (NLO + NNLL)</td>
<td>[46–48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}b\bar{b}$</td>
<td>$0.9 \times 10^{-3}$ (LO)</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t} + W/Z$</td>
<td>$0.4 \times 10^{-3}$ (LO)</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WW$, $WZ$, $ZZ$</td>
<td>0.071 (NLO)</td>
<td>[49,50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

A preselection of electron and muon candidates is used to estimate the contribution from nonisolated leptons and misidentified electrons, to veto on additional leptons in the event when required, and to calculate the value of $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$. More stringent identification criteria are then applied for the final selections.

Electrons are reconstructed from energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched to a track in the inner...
detector. Candidates for the electron preselection must satisfy the “medium” [51] selection based on calorimeter shower shape, inner-detector track quality, and track-to-calorimeter cluster matching. Electrons used in the final selection are required to pass the “tight” [51] electron definition, which adds requirements on the ratio \(E/p\) between the calorimeter cluster energy \(E\) and the track momentum \(p\), on the detection of transition radiation in the TRT, and on the isolation of the candidate. The scalar transverse momentum \((p_T)\) sum of tracks within a cone in the \(\eta, \phi\) plane of radius \(\Delta R = 0.2\) around the electron candidate (excluding the electron track \(p_T\) itself), \(\Sigma p_T\), must be less than 10\% of the electron \(p_T\). Medium electrons are required to pass kinematic requirements of \(p_T > 20\text{ GeV}\) and \(|\eta| < 2.47\), while the \(p_T\) threshold is raised to 25 GeV for tight electrons. In addition, electrons with a distance to the closest jet of \(0.2 < \Delta R < 0.4\) are discarded.

Muons are identified as a match between an extrapolated inner detector track and one or more track segments in the muon spectrometer. A requirement on the minimum number of hits in each tracking device ensures the quality of the inner detector track reconstruction. Muons with a distance to the closest jet of \(\Delta R < 0.4\) are discarded. In order to reject muons resulting from cosmic rays, tight criteria are applied on the proximity of the muon trajectories to the primary vertex (PV) [52]: \(|z_\mu - z_{PV}| < 1\) mm and \(|d_0| < 0.2\) mm, where \(z_\mu\) is the \(z\) coordinate of the extrapolated muon track at the point of closest approach to the PV, \(z_{PV}\) is the coordinate of the PV, and \(|d_0|\) is the magnitude of the impact parameter of the muon in the transverse plane. Preselected muons are required to satisfy all these requirements, and in addition to have \(p_T > 10\text{ GeV}\) and \(\eta < 2.4\). For muons in the final selection, the \(p_T\) requirement is raised to 20 GeV and the muon is required to be isolated with \(\Sigma p_T < 1.8\) GeV.

Jets are reconstructed from three-dimensional calorimeter energy clusters by using the anti-\(k_t\) jet algorithm [53,54] with a radius parameter of 0.4. The measured jet energy is corrected for inhomogeneities and for the noncompensating nature of the calorimeter by using \(p_T\)- and \(\eta\)-dependent correction factors [55]. Jets are required to have \(p_T > 20\text{ GeV}\) and \(|\eta| < 2.8\). Events with jets failing jet quality criteria against noise and noncollision backgrounds are rejected. The quality criteria used are the same as in Ref. [55]. Additionally, in the 0-lepton channel the three leading jets, if central (\(|\eta| < 2\)), are required to have a jet charged fraction (defined as the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks associated with the jet divided by the jet \(p_T\)) of at least 5\%. Jets within a distance of \(\Delta R = 0.2\) of a preselected electron are rejected, since these jets are likely to be electrons also reconstructed as jets. For jets in the signal regions, the \(p_T\) requirement is tightened to 50 GeV to remove jets that are not associated with the hard scattering of interest.

A \(b\)-tagging algorithm exploiting both impact parameter and secondary vertex information [56] is used to identify jets containing a \(b\)-hadron decay. This algorithm has a 60\% efficiency for tagging \(b\)-jets in a MC sample of \(t\bar{t}\) events, with a mistag rate for light quarks and gluons of less than 1\% and for \(c\) quarks of less than 10\%. These \(b\)-jets are identified within the nominal acceptance of the inner detector (\(|\eta| < 2.5\)) and they are required to have \(p_T > 50\text{ GeV}\).

The value of \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) [57] is the magnitude of the vector \(\vec{E}_T^{\text{miss}}\), which is calculated as the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed jets with \(p_T > 20\text{ GeV}\) and \(|\eta| < 4.5\), all preselected electrons and muons, and calorimeter energy clusters which do not belong to other reconstructed objects.

During a fraction of the data-taking period (about 40\% of the total integrated luminosity), a localized electronics failure in the liquid argon barrel calorimeter created a dead region in the second and third calorimeter layers (\(\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi \approx 1.4 \times 0.2\)) in which on average 30\% of the incident jet energy is not measured. Negligible impact is found on the reconstruction efficiency for jets with \(p_T > 20\text{ GeV}\). For events selected during this data period, if any jet with \(p_T > 50\text{ GeV}\) falls in the aforementioned region, the event is rejected. The loss in signal acceptance is smaller than 10\% in the affected period for the models considered.

In the event selection, a number of variables derived from the reconstructed objects are used. The transverse mass \(m_T\) formed by \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) and the \(p_T\) of the lepton is defined as

\[
m_T = \sqrt{2p_T^{\text{lep}}E_T^{\text{miss}} - 2p_T^{\text{lep}}E_T^{\text{miss}}}.
\]

The effective mass \(m_{\text{eff}}\) is obtained as the scalar \(p_T\) sum of all selected objects in the event:

\[
m_{\text{eff}} = \sum_i (p_T^{\text{jets}})_i + E_T^{\text{miss}} + \sum_j (p_T^{\text{lep}})_j.
\]

where the sums are over the number of jets, \(i\), and the zero or one leptons, \(j\), in a given signal region.

Finally, \(\Delta \phi_{\text{min}}\) is defined as the minimum azimuthal separation between the selected jets in a given signal region and the \(\vec{E}_T^{\text{miss}}\) direction.

V. EVENT SELECTION

This search uses proton-proton collisions recorded from March to August 2011 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. After the application of beam, detector, and data quality requirements, the data set consists of a total integrated luminosity of \(2.05 \pm 0.08\) fb\(^{-1}\) [58,59]. Two groups of signal regions are defined based on the presence, or otherwise, of a charged lepton (\(\ell = e, \mu\)) in the final state and are further referred to as 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels. In the 0-lepton channel, a veto on preselected leptons is applied, while exactly one lepton is required in the 1-lepton channel. Events containing two or more leptons are the subject of a different study [60].

The data are selected with a three-level trigger system. A trigger requiring a high transverse momentum jet and...
missing transverse momentum is used to select events for the 0-lepton channel. The plateau efficiency is reached for jets with $p_T > 130$ GeV and $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 130$ GeV. A single electron trigger, reaching the plateau efficiency for offline electrons with $p_T \geq 25$ GeV, and a combined muon-jet trigger, reaching the plateau efficiency for muons with $p_T \geq 20$ GeV and jets with $p_T \geq 60$ GeV, are used for the 1-lepton channel.

Events are required to have a reconstructed primary vertex associated with five or more tracks with $p_T > 0.4$ GeV, and must pass basic quality criteria against detector noise and noncollision backgrounds.

For the 0-lepton selection, at least one jet with $p_T > 130$ GeV, at least two additional jets with $p_T > 50$ GeV, and $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 130$ GeV are required. At least one of the selected jets is required to be $b$-tagged. To reduce the amount of multijet background, where $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ results from misreconstructed jets or from neutrinos emitted close to the direction of the jet axis, additional requirements of $\Delta \phi_{\text{min}} > 0.4$ and $E_T^{\text{miss}}/m_{\text{eff}} > 0.25$ are applied.

Six signal regions are defined in order to obtain good signal sensitivity for the various models and parameter values studied. The regions are chosen by optimizing the expected significance in models in which pair-produced gluinos decay with 100% branching ratio to on- and/or off-shell scalar bottom quarks. The signal regions are characterized by the minimum number of $b$-jets in the final state and by different thresholds on $m_{\text{eff}}$. The regions are labeled with the prefix SR0, and are listed in the upper section of Table II, together with a summary of the full selection applied.

For the 1-lepton channel, events are required to have exactly one lepton, a leading jet with $p_T > 60$ GeV, three further jets with $p_T > 50$ GeV, and $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 80$ GeV. At least one jet is required to be $b$-tagged. SM background processes that lead to the production of a $W$ boson in the final state are rejected by requiring $m_T > 100$ GeV. Two signal regions, labeled with the prefix SR1 and summarized in Table II, are defined, based on different thresholds applied on the effective mass and the missing transverse momentum.

### Table II. Signal regions’ definition for the 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels. The first column summarizes the common preselection applied, while the last column specifies the selection defining the different signal regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preselection</th>
<th>Signal region name</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No leptons, at least three jets, $p_T(j1) &gt; 130$ GeV, $p_T(j2, j3) &gt; 50$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 130$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}}/m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 0.25$, $\Delta \phi_{\text{min}} &gt; 0.4$</td>
<td>SR0-A1</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 500$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR0-B1</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 700$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR0-C1</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 900$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR0-A2</td>
<td>At least two $b$ tags, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 500$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR0-B2</td>
<td>At least two $b$ tags, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 700$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR0-C2</td>
<td>At least two $b$ tags, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 900$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR1-D</td>
<td>$m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 700$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR1-E</td>
<td>$m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 700$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 200$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One lepton, at least four jets, $p_T(j1) &gt; 60$ GeV, $p_T(j2, j3, j4) &gt; 50$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 80$ GeV, $m_T &gt; 100$ GeV, at least one $b$ tag</td>
<td>SR1-C1</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 500$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR1-C2</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 700$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR1-D</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 900$ GeV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Standard model processes contributing to the total background in the signal regions are top quark production (single and in pairs), the production of a $W$ or a $Z$ boson in association with heavy-flavor quarks (mostly $b$, but also $c$), and multijet production. The last enters in the signal regions if missing transverse momentum is produced in the final state, either because of the mismeasurement of one or more of the jets in the event, or because of the semileptonic decay of a heavy-flavor hadron.

**Top and $W/Z$ background estimation.** The dominant SM background contributions to the signal regions are evaluated using control regions with low expected yields from the targeted SUSY signals. They are defined by selecting events containing exactly one lepton, large $m_{\text{eff}}$, and low $m_T$. The background estimation in each signal region is obtained by multiplying the number of events observed in the corresponding control region by a transfer factor, defined as the ratio of the MC predicted yield in the signal region to that in the control region:

$$N_{\text{SR}} = \frac{N_{\text{obs,SR}}}{N_{\text{CR}}}(N_{\text{CR,obs}} - N_{\text{CR,exp}}) = T_f(N_{\text{CR,obs}} - N_{\text{CR,exp}}).$$

where $N_{\text{obs,SR}}$ denotes the observed yield in the control region and $N_{\text{CR,exp}}$ includes contributions from multijet production and, in the 0-lepton case, $W$ and $Z$ production. The advantage of this approach is that systematic uncertainties that are correlated between the numerator and the denominator of $T_f$ largely cancel out, provided that the event kinematics in the corresponding signal and control region are similar. Two control regions are defined for the 0-lepton channel, differing only in the number of $b$ tags required. These are used to determine the top background in the six signal regions. They are obtained by applying the same thresholds on the three jets and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ as for the SR0, but requiring exactly one signal electron or muon. The transverse mass must be in the range $40$ GeV $< m_T < 100$ GeV and the effective mass $m_{\text{eff}}$ should be larger than 600 GeV. The region CR0-1 is required to have at least one $b$ tag, and CR0-2 is required to have at least two $b$ tags. The definition...

---

**TABLE II.** Signal regions’ definition for the 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels. The first column summarizes the common preselection applied, while the last column specifies the selection defining the different signal regions.
of the control regions for the 0-lepton channel is summarized in the upper part of Table III. Figures 1 and 2 show the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and $m_{\text{eff}}$ distributions obtained in CR0-1 and CR0-2, respectively, for the 1-electron and 1-muon case.

TABLE III. Control regions’ definition for the 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels. The first column summarizes the common preselection applied, while the last column specifies the selection defining the control regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preselection</th>
<th>Control region name</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One lepton, at least three jets, $p_T(j1) &gt; 130$ GeV, $p_T(j2, j3) &gt; 50$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 130$ GeV, $40$ GeV &lt; $m_T &lt; 100$ GeV, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 600$ GeV</td>
<td>CR0-1</td>
<td>At least one $b$ tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One lepton, at least four jets, $p_T(j1) &gt; 60$ GeV, $p_T(j2, j3, j4) &gt; 50$ GeV, $E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 80$ GeV, $40$ GeV &lt; $m_T &lt; 100$ GeV, $m_{\text{eff}} &gt; 500$ GeV</td>
<td>CR0-2</td>
<td>At least two $b$ tags</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The formula used to obtain the top background prediction in each of the six signal regions is

$$N_{\text{SR0-}a_j} = T_f^\sigma_j (N_{\text{CR0-}j}^{\text{obs}} - N_{\text{CR0-}j}^{\text{non-top}}),$$

(4)
where $\alpha = A, B, C$, $j = 1, 2$ denote the six signal regions, $N^{\text{MC}, \text{top}}_{\text{SR0}-\alpha j}$ includes the estimate for $W$, $Z$ and multijet production in the control region $j$, and all numbers are the sum of the corresponding electron and muon channel yields. The remaining SM contributions to the SR0 are mainly from $W$ and $Z$ production in association with heavy-flavor quarks. This corresponds to about 30% (10%) of the total background in the signal regions defined with one $b$ tag (two $b$ tags), and it is estimated from MC simulation.

For the 1-lepton channel signal regions, the total SM background (more than 90% of which consists of top quark production) is determined using a similar technique, but using one single transfer factor for top, $W/Z$, and diboson production processes. In this case, only one control region (CR1) is defined, requiring the same kinematic cuts applied in SR1-D, with the exception that the transverse mass should be in the range $40 \text{ GeV} < m_T < 100 \text{ GeV}$ and that $m_{\text{eff}} > 500 \text{ GeV}$. The last row of Table III summarizes the event selection for the 1-lepton control region. Figure 3 shows the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and $m_{\text{eff}}$ distributions in CR1.

**Multijet background estimation.** The small contribution of multijet background in the SR0 signal region is estimated with the use of a jet response smearing technique [61].

![Figure 2](color online). Distribution of the effective mass (top) and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ (bottom) in the CR0-2 control region for the 1-electron (left) and 1-muon (right) channels. The hatched band shows the systematic uncertainty, which includes both experimental uncertainties (among which JES and $b$-tagging uncertainties are dominant) and theoretical uncertainties on the background normalization and shape. The small insets show the ratio between the observed distribution and that predicted for the standard model background. Although the distributions are presented separately for $e$ and $\mu$, the background estimation uses the sum of the $e$ and $\mu$ yields in the CR0.
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For the 1-lepton channel signal regions, the total SM background (more than 90% of which consists of top quark production) is determined using a similar technique, but using one single transfer factor for top, $W/Z$, and diboson production processes. In this case, only one control region (CR1) is defined, requiring the same kinematic cuts applied in SR1-D, with the exception that the transverse mass should be in the range $40 \text{ GeV} < m_T < 100 \text{ GeV}$ and that $m_{\text{eff}} > 500 \text{ GeV}$. The last row of Table III summarizes the event selection for the 1-lepton control region. Figure 3 shows the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and $m_{\text{eff}}$ distributions in CR1.

**Multijet background estimation.** The small contribution of multijet background in the SR0 signal region is estimated with the use of a jet response smearing technique [61].
Multijet events with possibly large $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ are obtained by smearing jet energies in low $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ "seed" events according to jet response functions obtained with the MC simulation. The Gaussian core of the response function is tuned to data by considering the jet balance in dijet events, while its non-Gaussian tail is adapted to reproduce the response in three-jet events where the $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ can be unambiguously associated to a single jet.

Multijet events with possibly large $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ are obtained by smearing jet energies in low $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ "seed" events according to jet response functions obtained with the MC simulation. The Gaussian core of the response function is tuned to data by considering the jet balance in dijet events, while its non-Gaussian tail is adapted to reproduce the response in three-jet events where the $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ can be unambiguously associated to a single jet.

**TABLE IV.** Expected background composition and comparison of the predicted total SM event yield to the measured event yield for 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ for each of the control regions defined in the text. The column "top" includes contributions from the single top, $t\bar{t}$, $t\bar{b}b$, and $t\bar{t} + W/Z$ production processes. The quoted uncertainty on the SM prediction includes only experimental systematic uncertainties (among which jet energy scale and $b$-tagging uncertainties are dominant).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control region</th>
<th>Top</th>
<th>W/Z</th>
<th>Multijet/diboson</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>Data (2.05 fb$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR0-1 (1 $e$)</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>235 ± 45</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR0-1 (1 $\mu$)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>169 ± 45</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR0-2 (1 $e$)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>55 ± 20</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR0-2 (1 $\mu$)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>45 ± 17</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR1 (1 $e$)</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>460 ± 100</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR1 (1 $\mu$)</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>410 ± 110</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of multijet events in the CR0, CR1 control regions and SR1 signal regions is estimated using a matrix method similar to the one described in Ref. [62]. The probability of misidentifying a tight lepton is estimated by computing the probability that preselected leptons are identified as signal leptons in low-$E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ control regions dominated by multijet events.

**Total background.** The number of expected events for 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity as predicted by the MC and by the data-driven multijet estimate for all control regions is compared to that obtained in data in Table IV.

The uncertainty quoted on the standard model prediction includes experimental systematic uncertainties (jet energy scale and resolution, $b$-tagging efficiency, lepton identification and energy scale, and luminosity determination).

Further selection regions are used to validate the MC prediction in different kinematic regimes (in particular, for small and large values of $m_T$ at low value of $m_{\text{eff}}$, for both the 0-lepton and 1-lepton channels). In all cases, a good agreement between the data and MC predictions is found.

**VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES ON BACKGROUND ESTIMATION**

Various systematic uncertainties affecting the background rates in the signal regions have been considered. Their treatment is discussed in the following paragraphs, and their impact on the absolute predicted event yield in the control and signal regions is evaluated. Such uncertainties are used either directly ($W, Z$ for the 0-lepton channel) in the evaluation of the predicted background in the signal regions or to compute the $T_f$. In the latter case, the uncertainties on the absolute predicted event yield in the control regions and signal regions are propagated using Eq. (3) to obtain the signal region uncertainties.

Experimental systematic uncertainties arise from several sources:

**Jet energy scale and resolution uncertainty.** The uncertainty on the jet energy scale (JES), derived using single particle response and test beam data, varies as a function of the jet $p_T$ and pseudorapidity and it is about 2% at $p_T = 50$ GeV in the central detector region. Additional systematic uncertainties arise from the dependence of the jet response on the number of expected interactions per bunch crossing and on the jet flavor. The total jet energy scale uncertainty at $p_T = 50$ GeV in the central detector region is about 5% [55]. The jet energy scale uncertainty is propagated to obtain an uncertainty on the event yield by varying it by $\pm 1\sigma$ in the MC simulation. Uncertainties related to the jet energy resolution (JER) are obtained with an *in situ* measurement of the jet response asymmetry in dijet events [63]. Their impact on the event yield is estimated by applying an additional smearing to the jet transverse momenta. The JES and JER relative uncertainties on the event yield amount to a total of 20%-40% (depending on the signal region) and are completely dominated by the JES uncertainty.

**$b$-tagging efficiency and mistagging uncertainties.** The uncertainty associated with the tagging procedure used to identify $b$-jets is evaluated by varying the $b$-tagging efficiency and mistagging rates within the uncertainties evaluated on the central values measured *in situ* [56]. The resulting relative uncertainty on the event yield is about 20% (35%) in the one $b$ tag (two $b$ tags) signal region.

**Further experimental uncertainties.** Other systematic uncertainties arise from the imperfect knowledge of the lepton identification efficiency and energy scale, from the rate of lepton misidentification, and from the luminosity determination. Their contribution to the final uncertainty is found to be negligibly small.

All the experimental systematic uncertainties are included, together with process-specific uncertainties, in the evaluation of the background uncertainty:

**Multijet background.** The systematic uncertainty on the estimation of the multijet background in the SR0 is determined by taking into account statistical uncertainties and possible biases in the selection of the seed events, as well as uncertainties in the tuning of the tail of the jet response function in the three-jet events. The relative uncertainty varies between 50% and 70% depending on the SR0 considered.

The estimated multijet background in the SR1 is affected by systematic uncertainties related to the determination of the lepton misidentification rate and to the subtraction of nonmultijet contributions to the event yield in the multijet enhanced region. The estimated relative uncertainty is 90% in SR1-D and 100% and SR1-E.

**$W$ and $Z$ production processes.** Systematic uncertainties on $W$ and $Z$ production are evaluated by varying the relative cross sections of the samples generated with the ALPGEN MC with different numbers of outgoing partons [64], resulting in an uncertainty of about 30%. Additional uncertainties of about 70% on the production cross section of $W$ and $Z$ bosons in association with $b$ quarks are considered. They are derived from direct measurements [23,65], and extrapolated using the MC simulation to include differences in the phase space regions probed by this analysis. Uncertainties related to the parton density function choice have been evaluated and found to be small compared to the large uncertainty already considered.

**Top production processes.** Theoretical uncertainties on the shape of $t\bar{t}$ and single top kinematic distributions are evaluated by comparing different LO and NLO generators (ALPGEN or POWHEG, the latter using both PYTHIA and HERWIG as parton shower), and using different parton shower tunes, still consistent with data from previous experiments [64]. An additional uncertainty of 100% is considered for $t\bar{t}$ production in association with $b\bar{b}$ or $W/Z$.

The $T_f$, used for the top and total SM background determination in the SR0 and SR1, respectively, are
TABLE V. Relative systematic uncertainties (in percent) associated with the background estimated by using transfer factors for all the signal regions considered. The column “others” includes statistical uncertainties on the event yield in the control regions, and, in the case of the 0-lepton channel, systematic uncertainties on the nontop production contributions subtracted from the control regions. The column “theory” contains theoretical uncertainties on the top production process addressed in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>JES/JER</th>
<th>b tag</th>
<th>Lepton ID</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-E</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

computed using MC predictions. Their values span from 1.8 to 0.05 depending on the signal region considered. Their associated uncertainty arises from both experimental (JES and JER, b-tagging efficiency and fake rate, lepton identification and energy scale) and event-generator level uncertainties. The use of control regions with similar kinematical properties to those of the signal regions strongly suppresses experimental uncertainties. Theoretical uncertainties typically dominate the total uncertainty on the $T_f$, which varies between 15% and 35%.

A summary of the systematic uncertainties for the background estimates with the use of transfer factors is shown in Table V.

VIII. RESULTS

The $m_{\text{eff}}$ and $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ distributions are shown in Fig. 4 for SR0-A1 and SR0-A2, and in Fig. 5 for SR1-D. Tables VI and VII show the standard model background predictions.
and the observed number of events corresponding to 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ in all signal regions. The top background in the 0-lepton signal regions is estimated making use of the transfer factors, and its uncertainty corresponds to the total systematic uncertainty of Table V. In parentheses, the MC prediction is reported for comparison. The W/Z background and uncertainty in the SR0 are estimated directly with the MC simulation. The multijet background

![Graphs showing the distribution of effective mass and $E_T^{miss}$ for the 1-electron (left) and 1-muon (right) channels in SR1-D.]

**FIG. 5** (color online). Distribution of the effective mass (top) and $E_T^{miss}$ (bottom) for the 1-electron (left) and 1-muon (right) channel in SR1-D. The color labeled “others” includes contributions from Z, diboson, and multijet production processes. The hatched band shows the systematic uncertainty, which includes both experimental uncertainties (among which JES and b-tagging uncertainties are dominant) and theoretical uncertainties on the background normalization and shape. The small insets show the ratio between the observed distribution and that predicted for the standard model background.

**TABLE VI.** Summary of the expected and observed event yields corresponding to 2.05 fb$^{-1}$ in the six 0-lepton channel signal regions. The errors on the top contribution correspond to the total errors of Table V. The errors quoted for all background processes include all the systematic uncertainties discussed in the text. The numbers in parentheses in the “top” column are the yields predicted by the MC simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Top</th>
<th>W/Z</th>
<th>Multijet/diboson</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A1</td>
<td>705 ± 110 (725)</td>
<td>248 ± 150</td>
<td>53 ± 21</td>
<td>1000 ± 180</td>
<td>1112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B1</td>
<td>119 ± 26 (122)</td>
<td>67 ± 42</td>
<td>7.3 ± 4.7</td>
<td>190 ± 50</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C1</td>
<td>22 ± 8 (22)</td>
<td>16 ± 11</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1</td>
<td>39 ± 14</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A2</td>
<td>272 ± 52 (212)</td>
<td>23 ± 15</td>
<td>21 ± 12</td>
<td>316 ± 54</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B2</td>
<td>47 ± 10 (37)</td>
<td>4.5 ± 3</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.7</td>
<td>54 ± 11</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C2</td>
<td>8.5 ± 3 (6.6)</td>
<td>0.8 ± 1</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>9.8 ± 3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE VII. Summary of the expected and observed event yields corresponding to 2.05 fb\(^{-1}\) in the two 1-lepton channel signal regions. The standard model estimation is derived with the data-driven method discussed in the text. The numbers in parentheses in the “SM background” column are the sum of the yield predicted by the MC and the data-driven estimate for the multijet background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>SM background</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR1-D (e)</td>
<td>39 ± 12 (39)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-D ((\mu))</td>
<td>38 ± 14 (37)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-E (e)</td>
<td>8.1 ± 3.4 (7.9)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-E ((\mu))</td>
<td>6.3 ± 4.2 (6.1)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are consistent with the standard model predictions, and they are therefore translated into 95% confidence-level (CL) upper limits on contributions from new physics using the \(CL_s\) prescription [66]. The likelihood function used is written as \(L(n|\theta) = P_s \times C_{\text{Syst}}\), where \(n\) represents the number of observed events in data, \(\theta\) is the SUSY signal under consideration, \(b\) is the background, and \(\sigma\) represents the systematic uncertainties. The \(P_s\) function is a Poisson-probability distribution for event counts in the defined signal region and \(C_{\text{Syst}}\) represents the constraints on systematic uncertainties, which are treated as nuisance parameters with a Gaussian probability density function and correlated when appropriate.

Upper limits at 95% CL on the number of signal events in the signal regions are obtained independently of new physics models and assuming no signal contamination in the control regions for the 0-lepton and 1-lepton final states. Results for observed and expected upper limits on the number of non-SM events in the signal regions are shown in Table VIII, as well as upper limits on the visible cross section, \(\sigma_{\text{vis}}\), defined as cross section times experimental acceptance and efficiency.

TABLE VIII. Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the non-SM contributions to all signal regions. Limits are given on the number of signal events and in terms of visible cross sections. No assumptions are made on the possible presence of non-SM signal in the control regions. The systematic uncertainties on the SM background estimation are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>95% CL upper limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N events observed (expected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A1</td>
<td>580 (520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B1</td>
<td>133 (133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C1</td>
<td>31.6 (34.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-A2</td>
<td>124 (134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-B2</td>
<td>29.6 (31.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR0-C2</td>
<td>8.9 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-D</td>
<td>45.5 (42.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR1-E</td>
<td>17.5 (15.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. INTERPRETATION IN SIMPLIFIED SUSY MODELS

The interpretation of the results in terms of 95% CL exclusion limits is given for several SUSY scenarios. The exclusion limit contours are derived by subtracting possible signal contributions from the data yield in the control regions employed to estimate the SM background. The signal contamination is not negligible only for SUSY models leading to leptonic final states and accounts for less than 5% of the SM predictions around the expected exclusion limit contours.

Simplified models are characterized by well-defined SUSY particle production and decay modes yielding the final states under study. In the scenarios considered here scalar bottoms and tops are the only squarks to appear in the gluino decay cascade, leading to final states with large \(b\)-jet multiplicity. The models listed below are addressed (in parentheses the channel which is used for the interpretation of the result is given):

**Gluino-stopbottom models (0-lepton).** MSSM scenarios where the \(\tilde{b}_1\) is the lightest squark, all other squarks are heavier than the gluino, and \(m_{\tilde{g}} > m_{\tilde{b}_1} > m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}\), such that the branching ratio for \(\tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{b}_1b\) decays is 100%. Stopbottoms are produced via \(\tilde{g} \tilde{g}\) or by direct pair production \(\tilde{b}_1 \tilde{b}_1\) and are assumed to decay exclusively via \(\tilde{b}_1 \rightarrow b \tilde{\chi}_1^0\), where \(m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}\) is set to 60 GeV. Exclusion limits are presented in the \((m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{b}_1})\) plane.

**Gbb models (0-lepton).** Simplified scenarios, where \(\tilde{b}_1\) is the lightest squark but \(m_{\tilde{g}} < m_{\tilde{b}_1}\). Pair production of gluinos is the only process taken into account since the mass of all other sparticles apart from the \(\tilde{\chi}_1^0\) is set above the TeV scale. A three-body decay via off-shell stopbottom is assumed for the gluino, such that \(\tilde{b}_1^{(p)} \rightarrow b \tilde{\chi}_1^0\) (BR \(\approx 100\%\) for \(\tilde{g} \rightarrow b \tilde{b} \tilde{\chi}_1^0\)). Exclusion limits are presented in the \((m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0})\) plane.

**Gluino-stop models (1-lepton).** MSSM scenarios where the \(\tilde{t}_1\) is the lightest squark, all other squarks are heavier than the gluino, and \(m_{\tilde{g}} > m_{\tilde{t}_1} > m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}\), such that the branching ratio for \(\tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{t}_1 t\) decays is 100%. Stops are produced via \(\tilde{g} \tilde{g}\) and \(\tilde{t}_1 \tilde{t}_1\) and are assumed to decay exclusively via \(\tilde{t}_1 \rightarrow t \tilde{\chi}_1^\pm\). The neutralino mass is set to 60 GeV, the chargino mass to 120 GeV, and the latter is assumed to decay through a virtual \(W\) boson. If \(m_{\tilde{t}_1} > m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0} + m_t\), the decay \(\tilde{t}_1 \rightarrow t \tilde{\chi}_1^\pm\) is also kinematically allowed, with BR depending on the MSSM parameters settings. However, this mode is not considered for this interpretation, leading to
conservative results, and is adopted in the $Gtt$ scenario, described below. Exclusion limits are presented in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{t}_1})$ plane.

$Gtt$ models (1-lepton). Simplified scenarios, where $\tilde{t}_1$ is the lightest squark but $m_{\tilde{g}} < m_{\tilde{t}_1}$. Pair production of gluinos is the only process taken into account since the mass of all other particles apart from the $\chi_1^0$ is set above the TeV scale. A three-body decay via off-shell stop is assumed for the gluino, such that $\tilde{g}^{\pm} \rightarrow \tilde{t} \chi_1^0$ (BR = 100% for $\tilde{g} \rightarrow t\tilde{\chi}_1^0$). Exclusion limits are presented in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{g}})$ plane.

$Gtb$ models (1-lepton). Simplified scenarios, where $\tilde{b}_1$ and $\tilde{t}_1$ are the lightest squarks but $m_{\tilde{g}} < m_{\tilde{b}_1, \tilde{t}_1}$. As for the models above, pair production of gluinos is the only process taken into account, with gluinos decaying via virtual stops or sbottoms with a BR of 100% assumed for $\tilde{t}_1 \rightarrow b + \chi_1^\pm$ and $\tilde{b}_1 \rightarrow t + \chi_1^\pm$, respectively. The mass difference between charginos and neutralinos is set to 2 GeV, such that the products of $\tilde{g} \rightarrow \tilde{t} \chi_1^0 + far{f}'$ are invisible to the event selection, and gluino decays result in three-body final states ($bt\chi_1^0$ or $tb\chi_1^0$). Exclusion limits are presented in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{g}})$ plane.

The 0-lepton analysis is mostly sensitive to the SUSY scenarios where sbottom production dominates, while the 1-lepton analysis results are employed to set exclusion limits in models characterized by on-shell or off-shell stop production, where top-enriched final states are expected. Since several signal regions are defined for each analysis, the SR with the best expected sensitivity at each point in parameter space is adopted as the nominal result across the different planes.

The efficiency times acceptance of the selection strongly depends on the parameters of the model and the signal region considered. It varies between 5% and 50% in the proximity of the expected limit for the gluino-sbottom model. For the $Gbb$ models, the efficiency times acceptance is highly dependent on the difference in mass between the gluino and the neutralino. It is about 1% for a mass difference of about 200 GeV, and it increases up to 45% for larger mass splitting. In the $Gtb$, gluino-stop, and $Gtt$ models, the efficiency times acceptance varies typically between 1% and 20% in the proximity of the expected limit.

Systematic uncertainties on the signal include experimental (JES, JER, $b$-tagging) and theoretical uncertainties. Experimental uncertainties are considered fully correlated with those obtained for the background, and they typically amount to 10%–30% depending on the signal region and model considered. Theoretical uncertainties on the expected SUSY signal are estimated by varying the factorization and renormalization scales in PROSPINO between half and twice their default values and by considering the PDF uncertainties provided by CTEQ6. Uncertainties are calculated for individual production processes and are typically 20%–35% in the vicinity of the expected limit.

Figure 6 shows the observed and expected exclusion regions in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{g}})$ plane for the gluino-sbottom model. The selection SR0-C2 provides the best sensitivity in most cases. If $m_{\tilde{g}} - m_{\tilde{b}_1} < 100$ GeV, signal regions with one $b$ tag are preferred, due to the lower number of expected $b$-jets above $p_T$ thresholds. Gluino masses below 920 GeV are excluded for sbottom masses up to about 800 GeV. The exclusion is less stringent in the region with low $m_{\tilde{g}} - m_{\tilde{b}_1}$, where low $L_{\text{miss}}$ is expected. This search extends the previous ATLAS exclusion limit in the same scenario by about 200 GeV, and it is complementary to direct searches for sbottom pair production published by the ATLAS Collaboration [23] using the same data set. The limits do not strongly depend on the neutralino mass assumption as long as $m_{\tilde{g}} - m_{\tilde{b}_1}$ is larger than 300 GeV, due to the harsh kinematic cuts.

The interpretation of the results in the $Gbb$ models, defined in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{g}})$ plane at sbottom mass larger than 1 TeV, can be considered complementary to the previous one, defined in $m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{b}_1}$ at fixed $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ mass. Figure 7 shows the expected and observed exclusion limit contours and the maximum 95% upper cross section limit for each model. Gluino masses below 900 GeV are excluded for neutralino masses up to about 300 GeV.

Figures 8–10 report the interpretations of the 1-lepton analysis results in different scenarios. As for the 0-lepton results, the selection yielding the best expected limit for a given parameter point is used.

Figure 8 shows upper limits in the $(m_{\tilde{g}}, m_{\tilde{t}_1})$ plane for the gluino-stop model. Gluino masses below 620 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for stop masses up to 440 GeV. The observed and expected upper limits at 95% CL extracted in
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The upper cross section limits at 95% CL are also reported for each MSSM scenario. In this case, gluino masses below 750 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for \( m_{\tilde{g}} = 50 \) GeV while neutralino masses below 160 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for \( m_{\tilde{g}} = 700 \) GeV.

Figure 10 shows upper limits at 95% CL for the \( Gtb \) models. Only scenarios with chargino masses above the experimental limits from LEP experiments are considered, and gluino masses below 720 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for \( m_{\tilde{q}} = 100 \) GeV while neutralino masses below 200 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for \( m_{\tilde{g}} = 600 \) GeV.

The contribution of the 0-lepton channel signal regions to the significance has been also evaluated for this scenario and found to be lower than that of the 1-lepton channel.

X. INTERPRETATION IN \( SO(10) \) MODELS

In addition to the simplified model interpretation, results are interpreted in the context of two \( SO(10) \) models [67] with \( r - b - \tau \) Yukawa coupling unification: the D-term splitting model, DR3, and the Higgs splitting model, HS. For both models the SUSY particle mass spectrum is characterized by the low masses of the gluinos (300–600 GeV), charginos (100–180 GeV), and . . .
neutralinos (50–90 GeV), whereas all scalar particles have masses beyond the TeV scale. Depending on the sparticle masses, chargino-neutralino or gluino-pair production dominates. At low gluino masses, the three-body gluino decays \( g \rightarrow b\bar{b}\chi_1^0 \) and \( g \rightarrow b\bar{b}\chi_1^0 \) dominate in the DR3 and the HS model, respectively. Final states with high \( b \)-jet multiplicities are then expected in both models with a harder \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) spectrum in the DR3 scenario due to the direct gluino decay into \( \chi_1^0 \) and with a higher lepton content in the HS scenario due to the subsequent decay \( \chi_2^0 \rightarrow \ell\ell\chi_1^0 \). For heavy gluinos, the gluino decay modes \( g \rightarrow b\ell\chi_1^0 \) and \( g \rightarrow t\bar{t}\chi_1^0 \) become more relevant, enhancing final states with leptons in both scenarios.

Results of both 0-lepton and 1-lepton analyses have been employed to extract exclusion limits at 95% CL on the gluino mass in the two SO(10) scenarios, DR3 and HS. The 0-lepton analysis has the best sensitivity at low gluino masses while the lepton-based selection is more sensitive to heavy gluinos. For each gluino mass, the signal region leading to the best expected significance is used to extract the 95% CL exclusion limits. Figure 11 shows the PROSPINO NLO cross section and the observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limits. Figure 11 shows the \( m_g \) scan for the DR3 [Fig. 11(a)] and HS [Fig. 11(b)] models as a function of the gluino mass. At the nominal NLO cross section, gluino masses below 650 GeV and 620 GeV are excluded at 95% CL for the DR3 and HS models, respectively.

These limits on the gluino masses can be interpreted in terms of Yukawa coupling unification in the third generation. The degree of Yukawa unification is quantified by

\[
R = \max(f_t, f_b, f_\tau) / \min(f_t, f_b, f_\tau),
\]

where \( f_t, f_b, f_\tau \) are the \( t, b, \) and \( \tau \) Yukawa couplings evaluated at the scale \( Q = M_{\text{GUT}} \). In both DR3 and HS model lines, the degree of Yukawa unification increases together with the gluino mass, and Yukawa coupling unification occurs at a few percent level only for \( m_g \leq 500 \) GeV. Consequently, the most favored range of gluino masses is excluded for the two SO(10) model lines considered as the degree of Yukawa unification should be further loosened up to pull the gluino mass to higher values. However, Yukawa coupling unification can still be realized at a few percent level for heavier gluino masses in different model lines [68].

**XI. CONCLUSIONS**

An updated search for supersymmetry in final states with missing transverse momentum and at least one or two \( b \)-jets in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV is presented. The results are based on data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.05 fb\(^{-1}\) collected by ATLAS at the Large Hadron Collider during 2011. The search is sensitive mainly to gluino-mediated production of sbottoms and stops, the supersymmetric partners of the third generation quarks, which, due to mixing effects, might be the lightest squarks. No excess above the expectations from standard model processes was found and the results are used to exclude parameter regions in various R-parity conserving SUSY models.

Gluino masses up to 800–900 GeV are excluded at 95% CL in simplified models where the squark \( \tilde{b}_1 \) is produced either on- or off-shell and decays in 100% of the cases into \( b\chi_1^0 \). In scenarios where the squark \( \tilde{t}_1 \) is produced (on- or off-shell) via gluino decay, gluino masses up to 620–750 GeV (depending on the specific model considered) are excluded at 95% CL. In models where gluinos decay via an off-shell stop or sbottom (\( bt\chi_1^0 \) final
states), gluino masses are excluded up to about 720 GeV for a neutralino mass of 100 GeV.

In specific models based on the gauge group SO(10), gluinos with masses below 650 GeV and 620 GeV are excluded for the DR3 and HS models, respectively. This analysis significantly extends the previous published limits on the same subject by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations.
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